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Roy Wainwright Shield Movie Competition 2017
On Friday 15th September, Wanstead
and Woodford Movie Makers hosted
this year’s competition at St Paul’s
Church Hall in Woodford Green
with Potters Bar FilmMakers for the
Roy Wainwright Shield. It was
judged by Paul Reilly who gave
films points out of 100. Each club
entered four films under different
themes and chose one film each to
be their “Joker”. The names of these
films were sealed until the end of the
evening and then their points were
doubled to give a final total for each
club. Wanstead and Woodford
produced a printed programme for
the evening which made it very easy
for the audience to record the scores
for each film as the competition
proceeded.
The first category was “Water”.
Potters Bar entered “Messing about
on the river” by Ed Kinge, a film to
music of boating on the river
Thames. It received 60 points.
Wanstead and Woodford showed
“Race of your Life” made by Mike
Hobbs,

featured Sir Robin Knox Johnson. It
was awarded 70 points and won the
category.
The next section was “Travelogue”
and began with John Astin’s “Duro
Discovery” which told the story of
the railway journey from Porto
across the Douro Valley.

which told the story of the 2013/14
round the world boat race which
started and finished in St
Katherine’s Dock London and

the Blue Mosque and the Gallipoli
Cemetery. It received 50 points and
was runner up.

Paul commented that it “flowed
well” and liked the use of old
footage and animated maps. It was
awarded 85 points. Brenda
Granshaw’s film “Turkey’s
Heritage” which showed,
chronologically, some of the historic
sites including Ephesus with its
many cats,
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The third category was “Story”. The
A Team film “Moving On” is a story
of love reunited for two retired
people through the discovery of a
ring buried and long lost in the
garden. The judge commented that it
“told a good story” and had clear
audio and awarded it 73 points.
Terry Church from Wanstead and
Woodford entered “The App”, a
film about talking long tailed bush
tits which featured children using an
app on a phone. The judge remarked
that it was “humorous and well
filmed” and it won the section with
84 points.
The final section was
“Documentary” and began with
Andrew tweed’s “Under the
Shadow” telling the story of the trek
he and his wife undertook in
Kathmandu and the Nepalese people
he met on the way.

“My Memories of Woodford”

made by Arthur Gatcum, compared
old street photos with current
footage and include some of the
house where he was born, using
narration over the Adagio by Samuel
Barber. Paul said it was an
“interesting subject” and placed it as
runner up with 65 points.
Both teams had won two sections
and, after refreshments, the “Jokers”
were opened. Potters Bar had chosen
“Duro Discovery” and Wanstead
and Woodford had chosen “The
App”, both winners in their
categories. When the final points
were totalled, Wanstead and
Woodford had scored 353 points but
Potters Bar had 388 points.

It ended with additional footage
showing the result of the devastating
earthquake in April 2015. Paul
remarked that had “good people
shots, voice over and music” and it
was awarded 85 points.
and so the Roy Wainwright Shield
was awarded to Potters Bar and
presented to Ron Jones to close the
evening.
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Roy Wainwright Shield 2017
Judge Paul Reilly

Score Sheet.
POTTERS BAR FilmMakers

Water

Format

Messing About On The River

Duration

Maker

Points

DVD 16/9

3 Mins

Ed Kinge

60

Bluray

12.5 mins

John Astin

85

DVD 16/9

13 mins

“A” Team

73

DVD 16/9

8.40 mins

Andrew Tweed

85

Joker

Douro Discovery

Travelogue
Douro Discovery

Story
Moving On

Documentary
Under The Shadow

85

Total Points

388

WANSTEAD and WOODFORD Movie Makers.

Water
Race For Life

DVD 16/9

8.24

Mike Hobbs

70

Travelogue
Turkey’s Heritage

DVD 16/9

4.30

Brenda Granshaw

50

DVD 16/9

7 mins

Terry Church

84

DVD 16/9

7 20 mins

Arthur Gatcum

65

Joker

The App

Story
The App

Documentary
My Memories of
Woodford

84

Total Points
Winning Club
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PBFM

353

Sands Films Studio
As part of the London “Open House” weekend on 16th September 2017, Helen and I travelled to
Rotherhithe to visit the Rotherhithe Picture Research Library and Sands Films Studio which is housed
above it. The building was constructed using recycled wooden boat timbers clearly visible throughout the
structure. The Sands films Studio opened in 1975 and has a “Shareholder” scheme to protect its financial
future.
We were given a detailed tour of the building by several members of staff. We began on the ground floor
in the café and then moved into the very extensive Picture Research library, an archive of millions of
photographs and drawings stored non-digitally in large scrap books for researchers to browse through as
they look for costume or set design ideas for theatre or film use.
We then saw the Sands Films cinema used for viewing film rushes and also as a cinema club for visitors
With its eclectic collection of assorted sofas and
furnishings, a warm and comfortable place to enjoy
movies. We watched the rough cut of the first part
Sand’s latest in house production, “The Good Soldier
Schwejk” a Czech anti-war play currently in postproduction at Sands and directed by studio founder
Christine Edzard.
Upstairs is the studio floor which can be hired out as
well as used for Sands films, it was dressed as it had
been for “The Good Soldier Schwejk” in the style of an
old theatre and auditorium to small scale.
Unlike may film companies that specialise in just one area of film production, Sands likes to do all the
work “in-house” from pre-production to editing the completed
films.
Next to the studio is housed a vast collection of period
costumes for both “in house” film making and hiring by the
BBC
and other film studios. They are loosely organised into time
periods but not catalogued so that film makers would need to
visit
Sands to select what they wanted from the racks and seek
advice from the enthusiastic and knowledgeable staff.
We also saw
workshops
where
costumes and
props
are produced
or
adapted and
had
the
opportunity
to
wear the heads of animals used by the ballet dancers in
“The Tales of Beatrix Potter”. The studio’s huge store of
scenery and props are stored under nearby railway
arches.
All around the building are production photos, samples of fabrics, costumes and props from past film
productions such as “Little Dorrit” and costume work undertaken for other studios and used in films such
as “Mr Turner”, Les Miserables” and the BBC series “Poldark”. The tour was a wonderful opportunity to
see a unique and proudly quirky film studio in operation and meet and talk with some of the staff who
clearly love to work there.

Max Bender
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The Pinner Plate Competition.
This year’s annual Pinner Plate Movie Competition against
Harrow Film Makers was hosted by Potters Bar
FilmMakers on Thursday 5th October 2017. The Judge was
Dr Tania Mathias who gave a detailed analysis of each
film at the end of the evening and explained that she had a
bias towards films with well-defined characters rather than
those with extended narration.

The judge presenting the Trophy
to Harrow’s Chairman
Each club presented a programme of films with a
maximum duration of 40 minutes and the club which, in
the judge’s opinion, produced the entries with the best
overall content wins.
Harrow went first and presented five films. The first was
“Wet Change” a documentary about the changing of the
guard in Horse
Guards Parade
during a storm
and was made by
Richard
Lawrence. The
judge said she
liked the details
such as the bugler having to empty rain out of his
instrument and the sequence where the horses were
startled by lightning and awarded the film 9 points (out of
10)
Next came “Bosnia and Beyond” a travelogue by Anna
and Geoff Foord. The film showed footage of the conflict
in Bosnia, reflected back to the time of Tito and then
visited Mostar to see the
reconstructed bridge before
moving on to other Balkan
countries including Croatia.
The judge liked the archive
footage but felt it would
have been stronger as several separate films and gave it 6
points.
The third film was “Time to plant” a
short comedy made by Jeff Jessop about
planting “Marigold” rubber gloves
instead of plants by mistake! The judge

said that the actor looked good through the lens and
awarded it 7 points.
After that came “Harrow’s New Year Parade” by Geoff
Foord and Alan Colegrave. It told the story of the
preparations and performance by the Beverley School of
Performing Arts on a damp New Year’s Day when they
performed a Charlie Chaplin routine with an
accompanying float made by “Wise Works” which
received third prize on the day. The judge said it had a
good story arc but that the screen saver visible during one
of the interviews was distracting and gave the film 7
points.
The final Harrow film was “The Ultimate Task” by Alan
Colegrave and was a story about secret agents being set
the challenge of murder. The judge awarded it 5 points and
said that, although some performances were good, they
were not of consistent quality.
Potters Bar opened its programme of films with “Douro
Discovery” a documentary trip along the Douro railway
and river from Porto by John Astin. The judge liked the
shots of the abandoned rolling stock but disliked the
narration and awarded it 5 points.
The second film was “Evanthia” by Christine Collins, who
was interviewed about her
early memories of living as a
child in central London during
the Blitz. The judge liked the
inclusion of both family and
period photographs and the
camera shots during the
interview which she felt was
very effective in showing the personality of Evanthia. She
gave the film 9 points.
Next came “Stolen Property” by Moonlight Productions, a
one minute comedy about two hapless thieves who steal
the wrong pictures. The judge felt the characters worked
well together and she enjoyed the story, awarding the film
8 points.
The fourth film was “Hola Canaria” a travelogue touring
the different locations on Gran Canaria including the
capital Las Palmas and the resorts and dunes in the south
of the island. The judge liked the traditional Spanish dance
sequence and gave the film 6 points.
The final film was “Speedy” by Ed Kinge, a comedy of
speeded up film of snails moving along a wall
set to amusing music.
The judge felt the film lacked characterisation and
awarded it 5 points

Max Bender
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Our Public Show
Held at Northaw Village Hall On Saturday 15th October
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The North Thames Region Festival Day and AGM
Sunday 15th October was the North Thames Region Festival Day and AGM so being on the Council
Penny, Christine, John Astin and I went along and we were joined by Ed Kinge.
The event was held in a large hall at Amersham and I knew the way having worked in Amersham for
23 years!
We arrived in good time (thank you M25) and at 10.00 the doors opened and I collected the £5.00
entrance money which was a bargain as it included an excellent lunch and two lots of Coffee
breaks.
Very promptly at 10.30 Chairman Brenda Granshaw welcomed everyone (all 25) and the first
selection of movies was shown.
At 11.45 there was a break and at 12.00 we had the AGM. Mainly same faces in same jobs, one
new council member and sufficient funds.
We then had the lunch break which, due to the low numbers attending, was more than adequate.
(thanks ladies)
At 1.30 the guest speaker Mr John Howden, President of North Thames Region, gave his amusing
talk which surprisingly was not film and video related but summarised his most interesting and
varied working career.
At 2,30 we watched the second selection of movies followed by another tea break and then the third
selection.
The raffle was drawn along with the September and October 100 Club winners. (Each month there
are four prizes of £12.00.)
The most exciting part followed when we found out who the prize winners were.
Potters Bar Members did very well:1st

City for the Dead

John Astin

Highly Commended

Close Call

Alpha Productions

Highly Commended

Railway Round the Bay

John Astin

Commended

I Want it all

Andrew Tweed

Of the Thirty movies entered Potters Bar Members entered Ten.
The Competition and Festival were organised mainly by Alan Colegrave and Tim Stannard and
projection was by Harrow Film Makers.
A most enjoyable day was had by the few that were there.
Bob Chester.
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“Battleship Potemkin
The first showing of Sergei
Eisenstein’s impressive Russian
silent film “Battleship Potemkin”
was in 1925. The sequences of the
massacre of
Russians on the
Odessa steps, the
child in his pram
careering down
them and the
shocking image
of the old lady
shot through her spectacles, are
iconic film moments.
On Thursday 12th October 2017,
Helen and I went to see the 75
minute film at the Royal Festival
Hall when it was shown with
excerpts from symphonies by
Shostakovich arranged and
conducted by Vladimir Ashkenazy
and performed by the Philharmonia
Orchestra.
We attended a pre film talk and
learnt that the film was in five
segments and tells the story of the
crew of the
Potemkin
who are badly
treated by
their officers
and rebel,
taking over the ship. They receive
support from the people of Odessa
who are then attacked by Tsarist
militia.

”

The Potemkin is then approached
by a Russian fleet who also rebel
and support the Potemkin crew.
The film has subtitles in Russian and
English
and
Eisenstein
used fast
editing,
low and
high angle shots, close ups and a
moving trolley to mount the camera
so it could follow the action down
the steps. Large crowds of actors
make the battle and navel scenes
very convincing to watch. The film
was designed to provide
revolutionary propaganda. The story
is based on truth but the events did
not happen as shown on the Odessa
steps.
Battleship Potemkin was very
popular in Russia when it was first
shown but was significantly edited
when sent to Germany for showing
there and it was not shown openly in
the UK until 1950. The version we
saw today is more or less complete
and a well restored print. The film
performance was very well received
by a large audience and was a most
interesting and enjoyable evening.
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Max Bender

H.A.C.C.A. Thursday 19th October 2017
on Guernsey. The judges commented that it was
This year’s H.A.C.C.A. Competition was hosted
a personal film but had concerns about the sound
by Potters Bar FilmMakers and was against St
levels and music chosen.
Albans Movie Makers and Hemel Hempstead
Next came “Split Screen” by Mike Cobert, a
Movie Makers. The three judges were Tim
“trick effects” film featuring characters dancing
Stannard, Ben Simon and Eric Dukes. Each of
and moving in and out of splits in the screen to
the three clubs entered four films.
music. The judges said it was a nice attempt at a
“Douro Discovery” by John Astin was Potters
“trick effects” film and could be developed
Bar’s first film and showed the journey by rail
further.
from Porto along the Douro Valley and then
The final film in this group was “Namib” by
returning by
Mike Murphy, a travelogue telling of a guided
river through
trip to the Namib Desert showing the
the Regua
extraordinary scenery
Dam. The
at different times of the
judges
day. The judges
commented on
remarked that it had
its great use of
great music,
graphics and maps, quality shots and pans.
beautifully composed
Next came “Close Call” by the Alpha team, a
shots and good narration.
comedy about a bored businessman in a hotel
Hemel Hempstead opened its group of films with
room seeking a night of sex. The judges said it
“Quest for the Mystery Green Man” by Alan
had a great leading man and good early cutting.
French which contained several “spoof”
The third film was “Evanthia” made by Christine
interviews. The judges described the nine and a
Collins and
quarter minute film as “a bizarre joke”.
told of the
Following that came “Tree to Tree” by Andrew
childhood of
Pennycock, a
Evanthia who
documentary which told
lived near
the story of the removal
Holborn
of trees from around
during the blitz
Hemel Hempstead Water
in World War II. The judges described it as an
Garden and how the
interesting “nostalgia” film with good use of
wood was cut up and
stills and archive sound.
made into bird boxes. The judges said it had
The final Potters Bar film was “Speedy” by Ed
“actuality” film footage and benefited from not
Kinge, a film to music of some high speed
having a voice over.
snails! The judges commented that it was light
The third film was “Black Rain, White Light” a
hearted, short and sweet.
film to music of a lady in a picture frame who is
St Albans opened with “The Callanish Standing
surrounded by candles and has partially black
Stones” by Alan Linfield, a travelogue on the
lips. The judges described it as a music video,
Isle of Lewis about an arrangement of standing
beautifully lit but with a vague story.
stones placed in a cruciform pattern with a
The final film of the evening was “None Must
central stone circle which were erected in the
Know”, a “ham comedy” love story set on
late Neolithic era. The judges described the film
Leverstock Green. The judges described it as
as plain and simple but noted the shaky camera
having a great beginning with good sound but
work.
containing some ill-judged shots.
The second film was “La
After lengthy summing up, the judges awarded
Petite Chapel” by Ted
third place to “Split Screen”, second place to
Bateman, a documentary
“Evanthia” and named “Namib” best DVD and
about the smallest
awarded it the H.A.C.C.A. shield. They were
Catholic chapel in the
world which is located
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thanked for their work by Andrew Tweed from

the host club.

National IAC AGM
This year the National IAC AGM weekend took place at
Sittingbourne in Kent.
Out of a total Membership of some (I believe) 2000 there
were just 48 people! I only went for the day on Sunday to
win a raffle prize, and failed, and to see the Mermaid and
Mini Mermaid Competitions. I wasn't planning to stay for the
afternoon lecture but it turned out to be the highlight of
the weekend.
For the Mermaid Competition North Thames Region entered an
absolutely charming video called "Afternoon Tea" which was a
film to a poem and a "Must See". The winning film came from
Cemriac called "May the Farce be with you" which included
the most amazing computer graphics I have seen in an Amateur
Movie.
In the Mini Mermaid NTR entered a video by Alan Colegrave
called "The Call" It was a one line good joke but was beaten
by "I Hate Yachts" which again used computer graphics to
terrific effect.
The AGM followed (same people plus a couple, same jobs, a
little less money in the pot) and news that UK will be
hosting UNICA in 2020. Planning is already under way and the
venue is to be chosen soon but it sounds like it won't be
London due to cost. Discussion also centred around how to
get younger members. (What's new?)
The afternoon talk was given by Tim Jones FACI and was the
result of research into Cine and Video Clubs in Canterbury.
There have been five and he showed clips of films they have
made starting with WW1 and continuing through to about 1960.
The clips included very rare footage all of which have been
digitalised. (Sorry I didn't make a note of the web site.)
The weekend theme was based on "Western Hoedown" including
some line dancing. I am told that the walking sticks tapping
on the floor were amazing.
A joke in the programme asked, if a cowboy rides into town
on Friday and three days later leaves on Friday, how does he
do it? Please call me with the answer!
Have a super Festival Holiday and a Healthy New Year.

Bob Chester

.
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Classic Film Moments –
an evening presented by Andrew Saunders
The evening began with clips from “Laurence of Arabia” the 1962 epic historical drama
film based on the life of T. E. Lawrence. It was directed by David Lean who also
supervised the editing of the film. The first clip showed Peter O’Toole as Lawrence and
examined how the scene gave us information about the character of Laurence and how he
would suffer the pain of extinguishing a match slowly with his fingers to demonstrate both
his strength and personal charisma. The second clip featured the scene where Laurence is
revered by the local people as he marches along the roof of a train while they chant to him.
The second film was “Summertime”
made in 1955 and featuring Katharine
Hepburn and Rossano Brazzi and also
directed by David Lean. It was filmed on
location in Venice and featured long mid
shots during conversations between the
two lovers and a clip showing Katherine
Hepburn falling into the canal. The last
clip showed the ending as she leaves
Venice on the train knowing her affair is
doomed to failure while Braazzi runs
after her clutching a gardenia.
The next film was “Frenzy”, Alfred Hitchcock’s penultimate film made in 1972, which
was partly filmed in Covent Garden when it was a flower market and partly on studio sets.
The sequence we watched combined both with a long shot moving up and then reversing
down stairs and out into the street.
“In the heat of the night” featured Sidney Poitier and Rod Steiger in a 1967 American
mystery drama film directed by Norman Jewison.
It is based on John Ball's 1965 novel of the same
name and tells the story of Virgil Tibbs, a black
police detective from Philadelphia, who becomes
involved in a murder investigation in a small
town in Mississippi.
We watched the sequence where Tibbs is racially
and then physically assaulted by the suspect and
reacts likewise.
This was followed by “2001 A Space Odyssey” the 1968 epic science-fiction film
produced and directed by Stanley Kubrick. The screenplay was written by Kubrick and
Arthur C. Clarke. Clips shown included an interview with the stars Keir Dullea and Gary
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Lockwood, a sequence showing “gravity” on board the space station by means of rotating
sets, the apes during the opening of the film, Clavius base and the astronauts’
confrontation with “Hal” the computer during the journey to Jupiter. The use of long
extracts of classical music such as “The Blue Danube” and “Also sprach Zarathustra” to
enhance the action was discussed.
Next came “Bicycle thieves” a 1948 Italian “neorealism” film directed by Vittorio De
Sica.
The film follows the story of a poor father
searching post-World War II Rome for his
stolen bicycle, without which he will lose
the job which was to be the salvation of
his young family. The lead and his son
were played by non-professional actors
and the film was made on location in black
and white. The performances were most
moving and the son was always filmed
with low level shots.
This was followed by “Shaolin Soccer” a 2001 Hong Kong martial arts sports comedy film
co-written and directed by Stephen Chow, who also stars in the lead role. A former
Shaolin monk reunites his five brothers, years after their master's death, to apply their
superhuman martial arts skills to play soccer and bring Shaolin kung fu to the masses. We
watched amusing sequences featuring the martial art.

Finally came “The Big Lebowski” a 1998 BritishAmerican crime comedy film written, produced, and
directed by Joel and Ethan Coen. It stars Jeff Bridges as
Jeffrey "The Dude" Lebowski, a Los Angeles slacker and
avid bowler with impressively filmed bowling sequences.

Andrew was thanked for organising this varied evening of classic film clips.
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Documentary film competition 16.11.2017
Six films were entered by individual club members in this year’s competition, one graduate and five
advanced. This was a pleasing achievement for a video club of our size.
The first film, “Gateway to the World” (duration 3½ minutes) was by graduate Max Bender. It showed
the work of the Port of Felixstowe, the United Kingdom’s largest container docks which handles 42% of
the containerised trade and used both narration and captions to give information as the huge cranes moved
freight around. Feedback was that it had “good music and steady shots”
Next came “Ffestiniog & Welsh Highland Railways” (10 minutes duration) by John Astin. The route
from Porthmadog up to the slate quarries at Blaenau Ffestiniog on the historic narrow gauge steam
locomotives included footage and information about the engine workshops at Boston Lodge. This was
followed by the trip from Porthmadog up to Caernarfon and the new, modern station being built there.
Comments were that the information was “very interesting” and “well filmed”
The third film “Astride the Atlas Mountains” (duration 12½ minutes) by Andrew Tweed, explored the
souks and gardens of Marrakech before moving into the Atlas Mountains. The film followed the journey
from his wife’s point of view and she added the narration. The date market and leather shops were
included along with examples of Islamic culture and art. Feedback included “well composed shots,
colourful city life and atmospheric images”
After that came “To be a Pilgrim” (duration 17 minutes) by Dominic Lobo. The film was made by
Dominic during his 500 mile pilgrimage from Saint Jean in the Pyrenees Mountains to Santiago De
Compostela in Spain. The walk took thirty-two days and Dominic interviewed many of the travellers
during the journey. Feedback included advice about “sound recording of interviews where there is
background noise” and “impressed by the conviction held by a pilgrim who had turned to God and has
now changed his life”
The fifth was “Flower Show” (5½ minutes) by Ed Kinge. The film began with speeded up footage of
preparations for the Buckhurst Hill Flower Show and used captions and live sound to tell the story of the
day including the displays, presentation of awards and the reaction of visitors to the exhibition.
Comments were “good music, shots cut effectively to music” and discussion about “what defines a
documentary film”.
The final film in the competition was “HMS Trincomalee” (duration 3 minutes) by Andrew Saunders.
The film was introduced by Andrew as he explored the oldest British warship still afloat and now on
display in Hartlepool. Andrew explained its history and showed the other parts of the Museum. Feedback
included “effective speaking to camera and the film made people want to visit the museum”
The results and voting percentages were;

Internal Competition -Documentary - 16 Nov 2017- Results
Graduate
Winner - Max Bender - Gateway to the world -

3.25 mins - 70%

Advanced
Winner - John Astin -

The Festiniog & Welsh Highland Railway - 10 mins - 86%

2nd - Andrew Tweed -

Astride the Atlas Mountains -

12.5 mins - 82%

3rd - Ed Kinge -

Flower Show -

5.5 mins - 77%

4th - Andrew Saunders -

HMS Trincomalee -

3 mins - 67.5%

5th - Dominic Lobo -

To be a Pilgrim -

17mins - 52%
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IAC North Thames Region
K.O. Competition 2018 Draw Sheet
First Round
This Draw shows the running order, which applies to each round of the competition.
Normally the Club that is named first in each Round is regarded as being the Host Club.
However, in any round other than the Final; where it would be advantageous for one of the
other Clubs to act as host due to geographical location, or for any other reason, this will be
acceptable providing that: 1.
2.

All the participating Clubs in the round affected to agree to the change
The Competition Organiser is informed in advance of the round taking place.

Round A

Round B

Hemel Hempstead Movie Makers
Makers
Colchester Film Makers Club

Wanstead and Woodford Movie
Bourne End Film Makers

Round C

Round D

Potters Bar FilmMakers
Staines Video Makers

South Essex Film Makers
Harrow Film Makers

The Final Round
Will be hosted by Bourne End Film Makers who were the winners
of last year’s NTR Knock out Competition

The Winner of Rounds -A. B. C. & D.
Will continue to the Final
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At The P.B.F.M. A.G.M. on 30th. Nov 2017
Members elected the Following members to fill the committee posts in 2018
PBCVS COMMITTEE FOR 2018
PRESIDENT……………………….JOHN ASTIN
CHAIRMAN……………………….ANDREW TWEED
VICE CHAIRMAN………………...CHRISTINE COLLINS
HON SECRETARY………………..PENNY LOVE
HON TREASURER………………..BOB CHESTER
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY…….ANDREW SAUNDERS
NEWSLETTER EDITOR…………..RON JONES
PROGRAMME ORGANISERS…….THE COMMITTEE
PUBLICITY OFFICER…………….MAX BENDER
PUBLIC SHOW ORGANISER…….CHRISTINE COLLINS
COMPETITION OFFICERS
INTERNAL…………………..ED KINGE
EXTERNAL…………………VACANCY
(NORTH THAMES KO COMPETITION)…BOB CHESTER
WEB MASTER……………………ANDREW SAUNDERS
COMMITTEE MEMBER………….KIM HARROLD
COMMITTEE MEMBER………….VACANCY

I would like to thank all members who have submitted articles
or reports for the edition of the Newsletter,
As without their input this edition would have not been
possible.
Ron Jones Newsletter Editor.
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Distribution Dates for Next News Letter.
Please send your Articles or Comments for inclusion
In the next Newsletter to:The PBFM Editor – Ron Jones FACI
By the dates listed below:-

The Spring News Letter
Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor

1st. March. 2018.

Last dates for Contributions by e-mail

8th. March. 2018.

e-mail Distribution Date

15th March. 2018.

HARD Copy Distribution Date

23nd March. 2018.
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